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A Story for Danny
Happy Birthday

Love Jake and Dad xxx



“SURPRISE! Happy Birthday Danny!” 

Danny saw all the family and lots of friends standing around a table

filled with brightly wrapped presents. There was also a huge birthday

cake. What a lovely surprise party this was.



“What’s your birthday wish going to be, Danny?” Mommy asked.

“I haven’t decided yet,” Danny replied.

Danny’s mind was suddenly filled with all the exciting things that can be

done with birthday wishes.

After all the presents were

opened it was time for cake, so

Mommy said, “Danny, it’s time

to blow out the candles and

make a wish!” 



I could use my birthday wish to go exploring an exotic land far away.  

I’ve always wanted a pet, so maybe there I’ll find a giant egg which  

I’ll have to look after.



I could bring it home and get it to hatch. Inside the egg would be a 

dinosaur. Having a dinosaur for a pet would be really cool.



Dinosaurs are quite big though.…

A dinosaur would eat loads and Mommy 

wouldn’t be happy, because it would make the 

house messy stomping around.





Maybe I could go deep under the sea in a submarine, 

exploring the ocean floor. 



I could see all sorts of colorful fish, and 

make friends with some mermaids...



But there are all sorts of huge creatures in the deep ocean. My 

submarine might bump into  

a giant squid. 



Maybe I’m better off staying above water, Danny thought.



Maybe I could wish for treasure instead. I could have my own 

chest buried on a desert island, which I found by following a 

pirate’s treasure map...







But I bet the pirate would want his treasure back.

He might make me walk the plank! Maybe I should

wish for something else, thought Danny.



Maybe, Danny thought, I could go into space. 



Flying around in a rocket discovering aliens and UFOs would 

be so cool! I would be the youngest astronaut in history...



But space might be lonely though, I’d miss my family. 



Maybe I should wish for something else. 



Suddenly Danny knew exactly what to wish for.



Danny took a deep breath and wished as hard as possible. 

With a great big puff Danny blew out the candles. Everybody clapped.



“What did you wish for

Danny?”



Hope you enjoyed this book,

Danny!
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Written by Kat Grant & 

Illustrated by Czes Pachela

Every child has a birthday wish list full of must-have items to make that birthday 

special. This amusing and colorful book takes a look at some fantasy wishes, 

dreamed up by the birthday boy or girl. 

A trip in a spaceship, buried treasure, traveling underwater to meet mermaids, 

exploring exotic lands; your little one can let their imagination loose with this colorful 

adventure. Each illustration includes cute cartoon characters, 

and with their name appearing on all the fun-filled 

pages this is a birthday book your little one 

won’t soon forget!
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